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to create 
a leaflet about outstanding people 
who were born, lived or worked 

in our region 

Aim:



�To search for information about 
people and their life. 

�To find different illustrations, 
photos and videos related to them.

Objectives:



� Russian Edison  
� Genius of  Engineering Design and 

Construction Projects

Shukhov Vladimir Grigoryevich 
(1853— 1939)
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� Shukhov Tower
� Grozny-Tuapse oil pipeline
� Shukhov Rotunda
� Adziogol Lighthouse
� Shukhov tower on the Oka 

River
� Pushkin Museum
� Moscow GUM
� Bakhmetevsky Bus Garage
� Kievskiy Railway Station
� Hotel Metropol (Moscow)
� Petrovsky Passage
�  Novo-Ryazanskaya Street 

Garage

Major works 



Soviet 
zoologist, entomologist, 

academician 
of the Academy of Sciences

 of the USSR (1939), 
the Academy of Medical Sciences 

of the USSR (1944), 
honorary member of
 the Tajik Academy of 

Sciences (1951), 
a lieutenant-general 

of the Red Army Medical Service 
in World War II. 

Yevgeny Nikanorovich Pavlovsky
(1884-1965)



Pavlovsky’s expeditions
He studied endemic parasitic and transmissible

diseases.



Principal works
He created several textbooks and manuals on parasitology.

PARASITOLO
GY



Stepan Anikiyevich Degtyarev 
(1766 –1813)

Russian composer and 
conductor.

Famous for his nationalistic 
Russian Choral Music.

Performed in Opera performances 
staged at the home theater of the 

Sheremetev’s estate .

The most famous work  is the oratorio (the first Russian work in this 
genre)          "Minin and Pozharsky, or the liberation of 
Moscow" .

                                                          (1811) 



 Khvostenko Vasily Veniaminovich 
(1896-1960)

Russian graphic artist and 
painter .Exhibited at many art 

exhibitions in our country and 
abroad.

Works are presented in 
the State Tretyakov gallery, 

the Museum of Baku, 
the Art picture gallery of Kemerovo, 

the Russian state library
the State historical Museum of Borisovka.

Was warded with Grand Prize 
during world exhibition of decorative arts 

in Paris in 1927.



 Works



Rayevsky Vladimir Fedoseyevich 
(1795-1872)

Russian thinker, poet and 
writer .Participated in the Patriotic War of 1812 

. 

Was a member of foreign campaigns of 
the Russian Army in 1813—1814.  

Became a leading  member of 
the Southern  Society of  Decembrists. 

Lived more than 40 years in Siberian 
exile where he organized a school for 
peasant children. 

the «first 
Decembrist» 

close friend of 
Pushkin



   Nikolai Alekseyevich Slichenko 
(1935)

Russian singer and chief 
director of the Romen 
Theatre in Moscow. 

The only Romani person to be 
awarded the title People's Artist 

of the USSR . 

Starred in many films.



Boris Leonov 
(1932-2014) Soviet and Russian theater 

actor, 
honored artist of the Russian 

Federation.
Played in the Belgorod regional 

drama theater , 
the Michurinsk drama 

theater, 
the Kalinin regional drama 

theatre of the young spectator. 
He starred in many films.



Igor Yevtushenko
  1973 (Stary Oskol)



Stanislav Ryadinsky 
1981  (Gubkin)



Elena Polyanskaya  
1988 (Belgorod)



Julia Takshina 
1980 (Belgorod)



Alexandra Platonova 
1983 (Stary Oskol)



Polina Lunegova 
1998 (Valuiki)



Kutasova Natalia 
1955 (Valuiki)

Honored artist of the RSFSR
and People's artist of Russia



Tamara Kirrilova 
1952 (Valuiki)

Honored artist of the 
RSFSR


